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DALLAS S. BAflEN and DANIEL L. THORNTON
INCE its introduction in 1968 to investigate the
relative inmpact of mnonetary and fiscal actions on eco-
nomic activity, the St. Louis equation has been the
focus of considerable criticism. Much of this criticism
stemmed from the fact that Andersen and Jordan’s
conclusions were substantially different from those of
the larger econometric models, in particular, they
found that changes in the money stock have a sig-
nificant, lasting impact on nominal income, while
changes in high-employment government expendi-
tures and revenues, although having a short-run im-
pact, have no significant, lasting effect.
Criticism of the St. Louis equation generally has
fallen into twocategories: the specification ofthe equa-
tion and the use of the polynomial distributed lag
(PDL) estimation technique.2 The second categoryhas
Thc authors would like to thank R. Caner iii!! and Tlmo,nas B.
Fombyfor their suggestions’ and eo,nnient.s.
mThe St. Louis equation first appeared imi Leonalt C. Amidersemi amid
Jerry L. Jordan, Momietary amidl Fiscal Actiomis: A Test ofTheir
Relative Imuportance 1mm Fcomiomic Stahilizatiosm,’’ this Review
(November 1968), pp. 1—24.
2
Tliere have beemi three muajor criticismns ofthe specificationof the
St. Louis equation. First, simice time equation is miotderived cxmilicit—
iy fromii a structural macroeconommc model. relevamit exogenous,
right-hand-side variables mnay be excluded, amid, as a result, time
equation muay lie misspecified. See, for example. Fm’amico Modi—
ghiani amid Albert Ando. “lmnpacts of Fiscal Actions On Aggregate
Income and the Monetarist Csmntroversy: Theory amid Evidence.”
in Jeromime L. Stein, ed. Mdn,etaris,mm, vol. 1. Studies imi Monetary
Economics (North-holland, 1976), pp. 17—12; amid Roliert J. Cor-
don, “Cornmemmts omm Modigliani and ,kndo,” in Monetans,mm, pp.
52—66.
Secomid, failure to specify theappropriate imidicators ofmrmonetary
and fiscal actions mnay distort their exhibited relative imnportance.
See Frank Dc Leeuw amid Johmm Kalchbrenner, “Mommetarv amid
Fiscal Actions: A Test ofTheir Relative Importance imi Ecomiomuic
Stabilization — Comment,’’ this Review lApm’il 1969), mimi. 6—11;
Edward M. Cramlich, “The Usefulness of Momietary and F’iscal
Policy as Discretionary Stabilization Tools,’’ Journal of Money,
Credit. ammdBanking(May 1971), pp. 506—32; and E. Gem’aldCorn-
gan, ‘‘The NIeasurememit amid Imimportanee of Fiscal Policy
Chamiges,” Federal Reserve Bank of New York Monthly Review
(Jmmne 1970). pp. 133—45.
received far less attention in the literature, and inves-
tigations of it have been conducted in a far less sys-
tematic manner than investigations ofthe other cate-
gory. Consequently, we have undertaken a thorough
examination of the use of the PDL estimation tech-
nique to determine whether the conclusions ofthe St.
Louis equation are sensitive to either the lag structure
employed or the polynomial restrictions imposed.
A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE ST. LOUIS
EQUATION
The St. Louisequation hasnot changedsubstantially










where Y = nominal CNP,
M = a mnouetary aggregate(either Ml or the mnone-
tam’s’ base),
C = high-employment federal government expen-
ditures,
F’inally, ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates of the paramu-
cters will exhibit simultaneous equation liias ifthe right—liammd—side
variables are not exogenous with respect to nominal incomime. See
Stephen N-I. Coldfetd and ,klami S. Blinder, “Some lmnplicatiomms of
Endogcmions Stabilization Policy,” Brookings Papers on Economic
Activity (3: 1972), pp. 585—640; Robert J. Cordomi, “Notes on
Money, Income, amid Cramlich,” Journal of’ Money, Credit, and
Banking (May 1971), pp. 533-45; Dc Leeuw and Kalchhremimmer,
“Monetary and Fiscal Actions: Coinmuent;” J. NV. Elliott, “The
Influemice of Monetary and Fiscal Actiomis on Total Spemidimmg,
Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking (May 1975), ~p 181—92:
Keith M. Cam’lson and Scott E. Hem, “Monetary Aggm’egates as
Mommetarv’ Indicators,” this Review (November 1980), pp. 12—21;
and ft W, Hafer, “The Role of Fiscal Policy in the St. Lommis
Equatiomm,” this Review (January 1982), pp. 17—22.
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R = high—eni1ilovmmmemmt federal govermmmmiemit rev—
enmmes amid
= error term.’
The As indicate that all variables are first difi’erences
(i.e., AY~ = Y, — Y5
— ~).The coefficients ofeach lagged
variable were constrained to lie on a fburth degree
polynomial with both endpoint coefficients for each
variable constrained to equal zero.t In the original
article, longer lag lengths were estimated lint, since no
coefficient past the third lag svas statistically signifi-
cant, these lags were excluded. Nomie of the reported
results indicated anx’ investigation of’ different lag
lengths or diftèm’ent polynomial degrees for each vari-
able individuallv..m In addition, equation 1 also was
estimated in a mnodified fbrm by comnbiniug the high—
emnplovment govermmment spending and reventme terms
into the high—employment surphms/deficit (i.e., R—C).
Whemm Andersen and Carison made the St. Louis
equation the cornerstone of the St. Louis model, it
contained the contemnporaneous value amid four lags of
AM and AG; AR, however, was exclmmded from the
equation. mm The same degree polynomial was em—
ploved, and the endpoint comistraints were iniposed.
Marmv studies ofthe estimation ofthe St. Louisequa-
tion, bothcritical and supportive, appeared during the
1968—1975 period. These studies investigated, among
other things, the sensitivity of time original results to
the choice of lag structure and, indirectly, the ap-
propriateness of’the restrictions imnposed by the use of
a PDL model. ‘ Frequently, however, these studies
‘‘Anderscmi ;mmid Jordami, ‘‘Xl omm ctam’y’ amid Fmseal Actions-
1
withmout these com mstraimmts, time mm se of a Ph) L mmmode! would have
bccmi crromicons, as each variable im m the origimmal cqu;stiomm had 0mmlv
four coefllcicnts imm its lag strm.mcttmm’e while five paramsmetcm’s are
meedcd tmI (:Omistrmmet a tom,rth degm-ee polvmmom o imih : tlie im mmposi tiom m of
the emmdpom mit constraimm ts med mmces the mm mm m mm ber of lmimnum mett’rs to
hree- Tim us, time mmse of a P1)1 mmiodel i mm time ormgimiah St- Lmmmmis
eqtmatiom Commsc m’\’cs timroe dcgm’ces oflreednmu
iA mi cli’ rsemi - im m a su use9 (memmt [millie r, di ci im mvt’s tigatt’ lomiger lag
hcmmgtbs (againwith time samsi e lag Iemmgth m spec-ifi ccl br c;sclm variable)
nsimmgtin’ ‘ii imm imu ‘mm n stami dmu’clerrorof tIme regression mis tbc’ cm-i teriomm
br tb005 imm g time almimm’opriate lag strm mets, re- I-It’ cotmcl mmdecl that,
lmased (imi time above en teriomi , tim t’ appropriatt’ l;sg Stroctm,re sins
lommger thami time otme chosemi onigi mIaliv, lmmmt that thic’ q tiahitative
m’esuits wem’c mmot semisit is-c to the i;mg strmmc’ tomx’ chiosemI. Sct I~eo naIl
C. Ammdcrsc mi . ‘‘.Ami Fval mmatiomi of time I mn pacts oi NI omme tam’y ammd
Fiscal Policy (imi Ecomiommmic Ac:tivity,’ Proceedimmg-s of time Bosioe-ss
a or! Eeonomnic Statistics Sectio mm (Amnerit’ami Statistical .Assmmciat iomi,
1969), pp 233—40.
t
Leommahh C. Amiderscmi amid Keith NI. Carisomi, “A Momit’tarist Model
fir Econommmic Stahmilizatiomi, ‘‘ this Rcm:iemc (April 1970), liii. 7—25.
Peter Schmidt amid Roger N. \Vatmd, “Die Aimmmomm Lag Tcchmmique
and tin, Monctarv ‘Versus Fiscal Policy Debate,’’ Journal of time
American Statistical Association (March 1973), pp. 11—19; Elliott,
“Time Influemmce of Momietary amid Fiscal Actiomis;’’ Leonahl C.
immade several changes simultaneously (e.g., emploviug
difi~rentmeasures of monetary ammd/or fiscal policy
actions amid imposing a different polymmomial degree
amid/or a different lag strrmcture), so that it is difficult to
identify time mnam’ginal impact of any individual change.8
Moreover, with omme exeeptiomi, tile poiymmomiai restrie—
tiomms were never examnimmed directly.°
Scimmmmidt ammd Wand were the first to investigate the
lag lengths fbr the individual variables of the St. Louis
equation. The’ did so, however, ~s’ithimi the fraimiework
of a fourth degree polynomnial. ~ They’ refrained from
using emidpoimmt constraints, arguing that the behavior
of the polvnomnial outside ofthe range defined by the
paramneters is irrelevant. Using the mninimnumstandard
error as their criterion, they determined the appropri-
ate lag structtmre for the original equation to he six lags
of AM, five lags of AG and seven lags of AR. Despite
these changes, their results were not quahitativeiy
different from those of Andersen and Jordan.
Elliottattempted to examine systematically the semi-
sitivity ofthe results to the choice of lag structure and
the impact of the polynomial restrictiomss. Using a
fburth degree PDL proeedmmre, he estimmiated the equa-
tiomm as modified by Andersen and Carison with fimur,
eight amid twelve lags for each variable. He also em-
ployedi hotlm ordinary least squares (OLS) amid Shiller’s
method of fitting lags with smmmoothness priors. iIis
results indicated that time conclusions drawn fromn the
estimnation of time St. Louis equation do not depemid
imnportantly upomm the lag structure chosen or the re-
strictions imposed by using a fourtim degree PDL.
Eihott did miot commdtmctstatistical tests ofthese proposi—
tiomms. Instead, he based his commchmsions on a casual
eomnparison of the results. Furtimermore, he commsid-
Ammdersemm, ‘‘Ami Es-mi1natiomm of the I iimpacts of XIommetam’v amid Fisemi
Pohcy (imi Economic Activity-;” Com’m’igan, ‘‘Time Measuremuemit amid
I mmmportammce ob I”iscal Policy Clmammges;‘ Dc Lecmmw amid Kalcimli m’em
tie r, ‘‘N-I omm ctary’ amid l’mscai .Acticmn5: Commimimemmt:’’ Williamim I Sillier,
‘‘The St. 1,ou is Eqoatiom m : ‘Dc-mnot-ratic’ amid ‘Rcpmmtilicami ‘ \‘ersions
amid Other Experimiments.’’ lImeReviemt’ of Ecomiomnics a mmd Statistics
(Novcmiiimer 1971), liii-.362—67; Cramniichs, “Time Uscl)mlmiess of
Mommetarv amid Fiscal Pohcy;” amid Leonall C. Ammderscmm amid Denis
S. Karmiosks-. “The Appropriate Timmie Fraimme ton Comitroiiing
Mommctary Aggregates: Time St. I,otmis Evidence,” in Com,trolling
Monetary Aggregates 11: ‘lime lntplenmentatiomt, Proceedings mmf a
Cnmmferemmce Smiomisoncd imy time Federal Reserve Batik of Bostomm
(Series No, 9, 1972), pp. 147—77.
5
For examuimle, see Corrigami, “Time Meascmremmmemmt amid Imuportammcc of
Fiscal Policy Ch amigos;’’ Sillier, ‘‘Time St. Lormis Eqn;mtiomi: ‘Demmio—
c,’atic’ and ‘Rcpulmlicamm’ Versiomis;’’ Cramhich, ‘‘Timc Usefimimmess of
Mommctary and Fiscal Policy;” amid Dc Leemmw ammd Kalchumrenner,
“Monetary amid F’iscai Actions: Comnmuent,
(mmmcexceplion is Elliott, “The Inflnemiceof Momietam’v amid Fiscal
Actiomis.
‘°Scbm mmmid t mmmd Wand, ‘‘Thc ,klniomi Lag Techmiiqm IC -
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ered only three possible lag structures (which were
assumed to be the same for each distributed lag vari-
able) and only a fourth degree polynomial.
After the Andersen-Carison mnodificatious of the
origimmal Andersen—Jordan equation, the only suhstan—
tiye change in the equation took place as a result ofan
exchange between Friedman and Carison in the late
l97Os)~ In updating time sample period over which the
eqnationm had been estimated, Friedman noticed that
thecumulative effect ofgovernment spending became
statistically significant. In his response Carison
pointed out that when the original sample was ex-
panded, the standard error of the regression nearly
doubled. This indicated that these errors were
heteroscedastic.12 Using annual rates of change in
place of the original first differences of the variables,
Carhson respecified the equation.tm°In this form, the
errors were homoscedastic and the cumulative effect of
government spending was no longer statistically sig-
nificant. Since the Friedman-Carison exchange, the
growth rate specification (or an approximately equiva-
lent alternative, first differences in natural logarithms)
has been the widely accepted one. 13
In summary, even though a numberofstudies have
attempted to investigate the effects of the lag length
and PDL specification of the St. Louis equation, rel-
atively little work has been directed at investigating
“Benjamin M, Friedman, “Even the St. Lonis Model Now Be-
lieves in Fiscal Policy,” Journal of Money. Credit, and Banking
(May 1977), pp. 365—67; and Keith M- Carlson, “Does the St.
Louis Eqtmation Now Believe in Fiscal Policy?” this Review
(February 1978), pp. 13—19,
tmm
When the variance-covaniance matrix is misspecified, the esti-
mated t-ratios are biased, and neither the direction nor extent of
the bias can he determined a priori. See G, 5, Watson, “Serial




This ne-specification was proffered asanalternative to first differ-
ences in the original Andersen-Jordan article, John Vroornan,
“Does the St. Louis Equation Even Believe in itself?” Journal of
Money, Credit, and Banking (February 1979), mmp, 111—17,
attemnpts to correct fir heteroscedasticity in the first diftèrence
specification. He does so by dividingthe observation matrix by the
square-root ofAYm,This transfimrmation, however, creates correla-
tionbetween the error term and therigbt-hand-side variables — a
violation of one of the classical assumptions of ordinary least
squares estimmmation-
miSee forexample. KeithNI. Canlson, “Money, inflation, amid Eco-
nomnic Crowth: Some Updated Reduced Formmm Results and Their
Implications,” this Review (April 1980), pp. 13—19; Carlson and
Hem, “Momietarv Aggregates as Monetary Indicators;” John A.
Tatommi, “Energy Prices amid Short-Rnmi Econmmmnic Perbbnmnance, -,
this Remjiew (January [981). pp. 3—17; Laurence H. Meyer and
Chris Varvares. “A Comparison ofthe St. Louis N-Iodel amid Two
\-‘aniations: Predictive PerFmmm’mmiamice and Policy Immiplicatiomms,”this
Review (December 1981), pp. 13—25; amid Flafer, “The Role of
Fiscal Policy imi the St. Louis Equation. -‘
and testimig the propriety ofthe polynomrmiai constraints
or the lag structure employed. Furthermore, most
previousinvestigations havebeen conducted usingthe
first difference specification of the equation. Thus,
whetimer the policy conclusions drawn from the estima-
tion of time equation (especially for the growth rate
specification) are influenced significantly by thechoice
of lag length and polynomial restrictions emnployed
remains unresolved.
POLYNOMIAL DISTRI.BUTEI) LAGS
The PDL estimation technique forces the coef-
ficientsofeach lagged variable ofanequation tohe on a
polynomiai of degree p. In the presence of a high
degree ofrnulticollinearity, OLS estimates arenotpre-
cise. Thus, the rationale for the use ofthe PDL tech-
niqueis that it increases the precisionofthe estimates.
Estimates of the individual lag weights, however, will
be biased generally unless the correct lag length and
degree of polynomial are specified.’°Therefore, it is
important that the appropriate specification be deter-
mined.
There are a number of procedures and criteria for
determining the appropriate lag length and polynomial
degree. 16 We use a computationaily efficient proce-
dure outlined recently by Pagano and Hartley (here-
after PH).m7 Details of the PH technique and other
relevantconsiderations arepresented inthe appendix.
When Almon first introduced PDL models, shesug-
gested that endpoint constraints always be employed.
IsLet 2, p and 2*, p
t
denote the assumed and connect haglength and
degree ofpolynomial, respectively. Estimates of the parameter
vectorwill hebiased if(a) = 2* andp < p* (h) 2< Vand p = pt
or (c) 2> V. p = p~’ and 2 — V > p
t
In the instance where
— 2* ~ p~,the polynomial distributed lag estimates may he
biased, but need not be, That is, thereare restrictions that mayor
may not he satisfied by the data, Furthermore, PDL estimators
will heinefficient if 2= 2* andp >p~’,SeeP, K, TrivediandA, R,
Pagan, “Polynomial Distributed Lags: A Unified Treatment,”
Economic Studies Quarterly (April 1979), pp. 37—49,
meSee Tnivedi and Pagan. “Polymiomial Distributed Lags: A Unified
Treatment:” D, F, h-Iendry andA, B. Pagan,“Distributed Lags: A
Survey of Some Recent Developmemmts.” unpolmhshed mammmm-
script; Rolmert J, Shihher, “A Distributed Lag Estimmmator Derived
From Smootbness Priors,” Econonmetrica (July 1973), pp. 775-88;
5, I), Sargan, “The Consumer Price Equation in the Post War
BritishEconomy: An Exercise imi Eqoatiomi Specification Testing,”
The Reviemc ofEconomic Studies (January 1980), pp. 113—35; and
Ceorge C, Judge and others, The Theory and Practice of Econ-
omnetrics (John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1980), chap. 11,
tm7
See Marcello Pagano and Michael 5, Hartley, “0mm Fittiumg Distri’
botedLag Models Subject to Polymmomial Restnictiomms,”Journalof
Econometrics (Julie 1981), pp. 171—98.
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where Q is the chosen lag length. Although the end-
point constraints pnt explicit restrictions on the dis-
tributed lag weights outside of their relevant range,
they also irnpiy homogeneous restrictions on the lag
weights inside the range via homogeneous restrictions
on the polynomial coefficients.18 Thus, the endpoint
constraints add two additional homogeneous restric-
tions foreach PDL variable tothose already implied by
the PDL model. The problem is that endpoint con-
straints have no basis in either economic or econo-
metric theory, as Schmidt and Waud have pointed
out. ‘°Asaresult, they represent a set ofad hoc restric-
tions whose sole purpose is to increase time efficiency of
estimation. Nevertheless, their validity canbe tested.
APPLICATION TO THE ST. LOUIS
EQUATION
To investigate the appropriate lag lengths and
polynomial degrees for the St. Louis eqnationm, we




The dots over each variable represent quarter-to-
quarter aminuahzed rates of change, and Y, M and C
represent nominal CNP, money (the Ml defimsition)
and high-employment government expenditures, re-
spectively. The estimation period considered is II!
1962 to 111/1982.
Lag Length Selection
The first step of the PH technique is to select
muTil~
5
camm lie seen by ootimig that the emidpoimmt eomustraints require
+ fi~(—1)+ 82(~1)2~ + 8,,(—m~’= 0 and
+8,,(2+tW=0.
These restrictions can he writtemi as Rh = 0, beeamrse for a PDL
model, fi = HS, so that S = H ~. where 1i~ = (H’Hl h1I~,
Thcrcfmre. RB = Rfl~ = R)~=0. Thus, the emmdpomnt comm-
straimmts immmtmose a set of liomogemieoos restrictiomms l1~omm ft See
Daniel L. Thornton amid Dallas S. Battemi, “EndpointConstraiuits
and the St. Ummsis Equatiomi: A Clarificatiomi,“ Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis Research Paper No. 83-001 (1983).
9
See Schmidt and Wand. “The Almnon Lag Tecbniquc,’’ p 12,
20
We chose to employ this speeifieatiomi lmeeause it is the one in—
chidedin the St. Louis nmodei, For aconmpiete speeificatiomu of the
St. Louis model, see the appemmdixto Keith M. Carlson, “A Mone—
tars’ Analysis ofthe Administration’s Buidget amid Econonmic Pro—
jectiomms,” this Review (May 1982), mw 3—14.
appropriate lag lengths (J, K) for money and govern-
ment expenditure growth. Once these lag iengths are
selected, a re-application of the technique results in
the selection of the polynomial degrees.2’ i’he PH
procedure is somewhat complicated when appropriate
lag lengths and polynomial degrees must be selected
for two variables.22
The use of the P11 technique, like other procedures
for specifying a distributed lag model, requires the
choice of a maximum lag length (L). We considered
two choices of U 12 and 16.23
An application ofthe PH technqiue to the St. Lou,is
equation results in a choice of 10 lags on Ni arid 9 on C.
Thisselection is basically consistent with the results of
a standard F-test.24 Ordinary least squares estimates of
this lag specification, as well as the usual specification
withfour lags on both M and C, are presented in table
1. Note that the standard error of the regression is
reduced substantially and the adjusted B2 is increased
substantially by including the additional distributed
lag variables. Furthermore, the coefficients on time
longest lag terms are significant in the longer lag spec-
ification. These results suggest that this specification is
preferable. Indeed, a likelihoodratio testofthe restric-
tions implied by the current specification rejects them
at the 5 percent level.2”
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the con-
clusions about the long-run efficacy of monetary and
fiscai policy are unaflècted by the choice of lag struc-
ture. The hypothesis of the long-run ineffectiveness of
mnoney can be rejected for both lag specifications; the
~Standard statistical proecdum’es cammnot Ime umsed to select time lag
length ifthepol~nonmial degree is specified First, See fmotmmote 6o f
the appemmdix fir fum’tlmer details,
22
Thie choice of lag lemmgth amid ~molynonmial degree also imm’,’oives
sequential hypothesis testing. As we mmote imm tIme appendix, care
must betaken in comiductimmg seqoemitial tests. Civemi time mmm’obiemmms
with sequential tests (amidthoseofpreiimmmimiarytest estimatiomm), ‘ye
immitiaily cimosc a relatively low sigmmificance level of 15 perceuit,
optimig to guard agaimmst incorm’ectiy exclodimmg relevammt commmpomments
of the distrilmumted lag,,ks’a gemmeral rule, omie would have expected
the choscn lag lcmmgth to lie shorter had we used a mnore eonmnson
significamice level, sumeh as Spercent. In ourcase, thelag specifica—
tiomm would have beemm the sanme hind we selected a 5 pem’cemmt
sigmmificance level.
~‘Time resmmits for I, = 16 were idemmtical to those fmr L = 12, Thus,
the PH techmmique seemuis to lie relatively ismsemmsitive to the choice
Of L.
2m
With L= 12 fir Imotim ~l amid C theF—statistic calculated to test tIme
hypothesis timat the 10th lag 0mm Xl is sigmmificant was 2,45*. The
F—statisticcalculated for thesame test for the 8th amid 9th lags omm C
were 2.55* and 1,77, respectively. (The * imidicates significance at
the 10 percent lcvel,i
2
”Tlme hkehihood ratio statistic was 32.13, which coummpares with a
critical valume of x
2
(ll) of 19,68 at the 5 Imercent level,
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Table 1
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates of
Alternative Lag Length Specifications
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indmcatcs s.gnmlmcaruce at tlse 5 percent evel Absolute value of
I slat:stmcs ma parentheses
seventh degree polynomial on O. The results of con-
ventional F-tests, however, indicate that there are
more restrictive specifications that cannot he rejected
at time 5 percent level. Civen that the polynomial re-
strictions tends to smooth outthe distributed lag weights
and, thus, might result inmore accurate out-of-samnple
fbrecasts, we decided topresent the results ofboth tile
PDL specification resulting from a strict application of
tile PH techmque and the one determined by em-
pioyimmgthe greatest numlmer ofpolynomial constraints
that satisfya conyentiommai F—test atthe 5percent level.
The latter specificatiomm has a sixth degree polvmmonmial
on M amid a third degree polymmomial (in C~The results
of time estimation ofthese specifications (denoted A and
B, respectively) amid tile PDL specificatiomm presently
used (denoted C) are given iii table 2. These eqtiatiomis
were estimated with restm-icted least squares (ilLS).26
We heheve ilLS is preferable to the standard PDL
method because it makes the parameter restrictions
explicit amid permits ease imm testing the individual and
joimmt PDL restrictions.
It is clear from these results that each of the two
longer lag PDL specifications pertbrmsbetter than the
current one. Eacim has a smalier standard error and a
larger adjusted R2. Nevertheless, it is immterestimmg to
mmote that the testsofthe long—rumm efficacy of time mone-
tary amid fiscal policy vam’iahles also are insemmsitive to
the PDL specification. The iong-rnn effect of mommey is
not significantiy differemitfrom one, while time lommg—run
efI~ctof government expermditnres is not significantly
different from zero, fbr all timree specificatiomms. 2, Time
simort-rtmn distributed lag response patterns, however,
differ significantly.
26
For a discussion of time eqoivmuhemmce hmetweemm stammdard P1)1.
estiummation amid RLS, see lodge amid othiem’s, The theory amid Prac-
ticeof Econometrics, pp 640—42,
2
Estinmates of two other PDL specificatiomms )‘ieldcd time sammme comm-
clmmsiomms regarding tIme eflicacv of mmmommctary amid fiscal policy See
time apmmemmdix fir details of these specificatioums.
samne hypothesis ahout governmnemmt expenditures can
not be rejected.
Tests’ ef th.e Lnulpoi.nt Constraints-
Polm~rm.omialI)egrec.. ~Selectton
As we noted earlier, endpoint constraints represent
ad hoc restrictiomms and, thus, simonid not be emnployed
routimmely. Nevertimeless. simmce time cnrremmt specifica’
tion of time St. Louis equation employs poiyuiomnial
restrictiomms only imi tIme fimrm of endpoimmt commstraimits,
we decided to test these commstraimmts for all timree spec-
ificatioums. Time results of timese tests fbr the relevant
The clmosen lag structure is used in time selection of joint and individual restrictiomms are presented in table
the appropriate poiymmommmiai degm’ee. The appropriate
polynomial degree is selected by re-parameterizing
the mmmodel and applyimmg the sammme technique used to
select the lag length.
A direct application of the PH techmmique to the
questiomi of polynomial degree selectiomm results in
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Table 3
Tests of Endpoint Constraints for
Various PDL Specifications of the St.
Louis Equation
F-Sta:msl Cs ‘0 Cor’stra,rts
Spec’t-catmnn —
rlu,mc, lam head nnc tum”
Specification A
M 322 199 ‘61
o 366 842’ 421
MancO 315
Specification B
M 240 709’ 359’




0 ‘83 4M’ 218
MancG ‘68
‘tndmca~essmgrmmtmcancc at Inc 5 percen: :evol
Table 4
Root Mean Square Error of the
Forecast for Various Specifications of
the St. Louis Equation
Permc.n A B C
IV 1970- III ‘982 477 449 -1 /0
V1975 1mV97/ 413 27? 298
IV 1977-Ill ‘9Th q 42 :31 628
IV 1978- III ‘979 535 381 202
IV 1979 III ‘980 417 269 417
IV 1980 III 193’ 629 396 487
lV1981-lll 982 472 5ff 62E
Ch~,I
Forecast Errors of Alternative Specifications
of the St. Louis Equation
stricted PDL specification shows an mmprovemnemmtover
the curment specificatiomm, reducing the out—of—sample
RMSE by mmearlv 5 percent overtheperiod atmd proclmmc—
inga snmaller RMSE of time forecast imm fotmr ofthe six sub—
periods. A graph of time ont—of—sanmpie forecast
for specifications B ammcl C is presemited in clmart 1. It is
clear froimm chart 1 that both specifications produce
simnilarpatterns offorecast errors over time period. Time
only sigmmifieant exceptioim occurs im time timird quarter
of 1982, wimemm specification B mmmmderpredicts tmommminai
CNP growtim by about as mmmcli as specificatiomm C over—
predicts it.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Timis p~iperimas immvestigated the lag lemmgtim amid
poivnoimmia! degm’ee specificationsof time St. Lommis eqtma—
~SOmme could argue that tIme reso It mmmlv lme Imiased imi favorolour Ph)I.
stmecificatio mm I ecam mse thue lag stm’msct mmre was chosen OvertIme cmi tim-c
1
meriod - Inclced - tIme lag s trsmctrmre appears to hem mgth mr-n dum-imm g tIme
hitter Imam’t cii the sammmphe- TIme estimated hmmg stroctom-e hi r tIme
1
meriod endimmg 1(1/1976 was fimur 0mm 51 amid six om~U. Timos, tIme lag
structure ehmosm-mm “as miearlv that of tIme corremm t s
1
mec-ificath mum - Thue
P1)1 specificati 0mm was a fm’stdegree po
1
s-no mm iah (mmi St aimmd a sixth
degree 0mm 0. \Vlmemm this smiecificatiomm wasused to ibrecast out—of—
sample. it mmerhmnmmech sommmewlmat worse thman tIme curremmt specifica—
lion, with a RMSE (if 4,59. Our estimmmates immdicate that the lag
trmmetmire lem mgthc’mmed whemm thic- termmmi mmah (late (ii the sampleperiod
‘vas extended to 111/1979, Ifthe shorter hag strsmctmmre were mused
over thmc-first three solmpem’iodsarid time homiger lag structure (spec-
ificatiomm B) used muver the last three, tIme RSi SE ikmr tIme emmtire
tmem’iod would lie 4.39, sommmewhmat lmetter than either specification
alomme,
-ml
t916 977 t978 1979 1usD musi Dam
timeir scmhperiod forecast perfi)rmnammces.28The nmost re—
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tion to determmmimme whether its conciusiomms about time
long-run efficacy of mnommetary policy and inefficacy of
fiscal pohcy are affectedby the hag length employed or
its polyumomial distributed lag specification. In so
cioing, we imave employed a commmpntatiommally’ efficiemmt
method fordetermining the appropriate lag iemmgth and
polymmommmial degree ofa gemmeral poiymmomiai distributed
hag model.
Our results immdicate that time immmpomtammt policy comm—
cimmsiomms of the St. Louis equation are insensitive tothe
lag iengtim specified ammd to the poly’mmomniai restrictions
inmposed. 1mm particular, time loimg—rumm efl’ectivemmess of
mnommey growth and time lommg—rumm inefTectivemmess of
growth imm imigh—etnpioyment govermmmmment expemmditures
are substammtiatedby’ ordinary least squares estimatesof
model parameters using hotim the Pagano-Hartley-
APPENDIX
Pagano and llartiey have recently developed a
methodology for deternmining the appropriate lag
length and degree of polynomial which is computa-
tionaliy efficient. m In order to illustrate the use of the
Pagano-Hartley (PFI) technique, consider the general
distribnted lag model
(At) Y~= ~ lkkZkr + ~ l3X,_~+ e~,t=l, 2,,.., T,
k=1 j=0
where r, -~ NID (0, a2), and where 4, is the kth
independent variable and X~is an indepemmdent vari-
able which affects Y( with a lag of length Q~.
The polynomial distributed lag (PDL) mmmodei in-













That is, each of the iumdividmial hag weights fails on a
poiynommmial of degree p~.where pt < Q*2 These re-
strictions can be written more compactly in matrix
notation as
=
where~= (~o i~m-.-P~*)’ ,8 = (6~ 8m- ..8~*)’,and H is
tm
Pagammo ammd Hartley, “On Fittimmg Distributed Lag Models”
2
Stricthv speaking, m~emcmld equal Q
5
however, thmere would he mo
pohynomuial restrictiomms, Thmmms, it is docmlmtfiml that omme would de—
scrilme a mmmodeh as a VOL if mmd * -
determined hag length and the current lag length
specifications, as well as by estimnates of several PDL
specifications. Thus, there is no evidence that the con-
clusionofthe St. Lotus equation canhe traced to these
types of economnetric misspeciflcation.
We did fluid a PDL specification that outperformns
tIme curremmt specification by both imm-sammmple and out—of-
samnple criteria. This specification has considerably
iormger lags on Imoth time mommetary’ and expemmditure
variables and more polynomial restrictiomms.
Fimmahly, we found that time Pagano-I-Iarthey tech-
mmique, used in conjmmnction with standard F-tests, is a
convenient and computationahl~efficient tool for
selecting the lag lemmgth and polynomial degree of a
PDL model.
a(~ + 1) by (pt + 1) matrix ofcoefficients.3 Substitut-
ing the above restrictions into the model, we get
K
(Al’) Y, = ~ P-m4 + ~
k=1 q=O
9*
where X~ = ~ (Xm~jhi+m,,~+m)andwhereh~±m, q±i
is the (j + l)th, (q + l)th element ofH, j = 0, 1,2, ...
and q = 0. 1, 2...., p”. It is clear that immmposing the
polynomial restrictions reduces the nummmber of parammm-
eters by r — pt and, thus, imnposes 2-s ~ homoge-
neous restrictions on the parameter vector fi. Thus,
estimnatimmg equation A. 1’ is tantamount to estimnating
equation A. 1 subject to homogeneous restrictions of
the form R~= 0, where Ri sa(R—p) by (Q*+l)
matrix.4 It should he apparent that the validity of the




























Tbmereare a mmomubcrofways ofgemmeratimmgthe m’estriction nmatrix, H.
See Slmiller, “A Distm’ibmoted Lag Estiummator:” amid’Judge amid othmem’s,
The Theory and Practice of Econometric-s iJohmm Wiley ammd Sons,
Inc., 1980). pp. 642—44-
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polynomial restrictions, including the endpoint con-
straints, can be tested easily.5
Ofcourse, the correct values ofthe lag length and
degree of the polynomial are generally unknown.
Since the selectionofan improper hag length orpolyno-
mial degree generally leads to biased coefficient esti-
mates, the selectionof 2and pi sextremely important.
The selection process, however, is not easy. For one
thing, the appropriate hag length cannot be deter-
mined using standard procedures if the degree of the
polynomial has been selected.6 Even though anumber
oftechniques have been suggested for selecting Land
p, the PH method was chosen, in part for its computa-
tional convenience.’
The PH method proceeds by determining the hag
length and then the degree ofthe polynomial. The PH
technique can bestbe illustrated by rewriting equation
A. 1 in matrix form as
There are a number ofalternative norms br testing these restric-
tions, See Jmmdge and others, The Theory and Practice of Peono-
metrics, p. 646,
~Thisis seemm hy notimmg that, once time polynomial degree is selected,
alternative lag specifications amount to imposing the polynommmial
restrictions on different parameter spaces- Timmms, restrictiomis oml
the lag length are non-mmested when pi sspecified. See Peter
Schmidt, ‘A Modification ofthe Almon Distributed Lag,”Journal
ofthe American StatisticalAssociation (September 1974), pp. 679—
81; and Hendry and Pagan, “Distributed Lags: A Survey ofSome
Recent Developments” In this regard, it would he appropriate to
use the mnaximum R
2
criterion as Schmidt andWaud do; however,
this procedure may lack power. A more useful procedure hasbeen
suggested by Pesaran. Neither procedure, however, provides in-
formation concerning the degree of polynomial. See Schmidt and
Waud, “The Ahmmomm Lag Technique’: and M - H - Pesaran, “Onthe
General Problem ofModel Selection,” Review ofEconomic Studies
(April 1974), pp. 153—71.
7
One attractive method has been suggested by Hendry amid Pagamm,
“Distributed Lags:A Son’ey ofSome Recent Developments. ‘This
procedure involves a sequence of hypothesis tests comnmemmcing
with aninitialarbitrary choice ofalaglength. While this procedure
haspotential mnerit. it isnot without itsdifficulties- Furthermore, it
may involve ami extremely laborious test procedure when there are
two PDL variables, as in the St. Louis equation. For another
procedure, see Sargan, “TheConsumnerPrice Equation in the Post
War British Economy”
W~=QLNL
by the Cram-Schmidt decomposition. Here QL is a
matrix whose columns form an orthonormah basis for
the column space ofW1, and N~is an upper triangular
matrix with positive diagonal elements.8 Equation A.3
now can be rewritten as
= QLAm, + 1m,
K1, = [Xh 4~i’ = Nm*L-
Given that QL is orthonormal, the least squares esti-
mate of K1 is given by
= [~h~t}’ = QL’YL,
and the structural parameters can he obtaiumed from
NL kI~l~ =
An advantageofthe PH method comes in noting that
the elements of Am. are mutually independent random
variables. In particular,
NID (xi, ~), i=0, 1, 2
NID (0, a2), i= r+l, t~+2 L.
Pagano and Hartley note that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the null hypothesis involving
the ~s and the Ks, Given this and the orthogonahity of
the PH procedure, the following setsofhypotheses are
equivalent:
H1.1: ~m, = I~L-m= ... =
Ht_~:X~’= XQ_m = ... = K
1~
..i= 0
j=0, 1, 2,.., L
j=0, 1, 2 L.
Hence, the Gram-Schmidt decomposition provides a
convenient basis for testing the null hypothesis that
there exists a laglength, 2, such that the null hypoth-
esis 13i =0 can be rejected. If no such 2 can be found,
then there is no distributed lag of X.
The test ofthe simple hypothesis KQH = 0 can be
carried out by a t-test of the form
where
tL_J = j0, 1, 2 L,
.2 Li. Lv
S — T—K—L—1’
The Grammm-Sclmmidt procedure is often mmsed when the observation
mnatrixis ilh-commditioned. Ifthe diagonal elements are chosen tobe
positive, asthey are inourcase, Qm, and N,,are nmmique; see 0, A. F,




whereZ and X areThy K andThy (2*+ 1) matrices of
observations on the independent variables, and Er
ftare K by 1 and (2* + 1) by 1 vectors of parameters.
The procedure begins by choosing a maximum hag
length L. Equation A.2 with the maximum lag length
can be rewritten as
(A.3) XL = Wu,tlmm + Ej,
where W1
= [Z:X1j, and 4’m. = ER: 1k]’. The observa-
tion matrix W~,is then decomposed to
Lv = II, — Qmim.-
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Because of thmeir comtmmsmn ~hivisor,tlmcse t—statistics are
not indepemmdemmt; hmowever, timev are ummcorrehatech.°
Pagano and I-Iartlev also suggest that tIme above
hypotheses are equivalent to
“m ~:K~L
1“O j=0, 1,,,., L,
due to the orthogommahity of their procedure. These
hypotheses, however, are notequivalent imm any direct
sense. To see this, recall that
AL = Nmmtmv,
where NL is an upper-triangular matrix with positive
diagonal elements. The ith row of Nm, can he repre-
sented as
= (0 0, ~ ‘flo÷m ,---, mm.),
where m is the ith-jth element of N1,. Thtms, time
hypothesis test that K~ = 0i sgiven by
= Thflm. = 0.
Likewise, the test that KLm = 0i sgiven by
= flv-mPm,-m + Th,~m,= 0,
and so on. Thus, the hypotheses of H’1,~are really
tests of linear combinations of the distributed lag
weights, where the particular himmear combination is
determinedby the elements ofrows of Nm.. In practice
we found that the absohute value ofthe diagonah ele-
ments of Nm. tended to be somewhat large relative to
the offidiagonah elenments for the hag hength selection
and very smahh relative to the off-diagonal elements in
the polynomial selection. In the former case, there-
fore, testing the hypothesis that Kjm = 0 was very near
testing the hypothesis that ~ = 0, while in the hater
case it was closer to the null hypothesis FIr_i.
Given this, we decided to supplement the use of
t-tests on time Ks with conventional F-tests of the
equivalent hypotheses of H ammd H*. We recomnmmmend
that one investigate the N1, matrix to identify’ the na-
ture ofthe hypotheses being testedwhen musing the PH
t-statistics.
We should note alsothat the use oftime PH method is
complicated somewhat by the presence of two distrib-
uted hag variables 0mm the right-hand side. One can
readily see that, immview ofthe npper-triammgular formmm of
N,,, hmypothesis tests imvohvinga second distribmuted lag
will not be commsistemmt with H7_ unless the Gram—
Schmidtprocedure is applied to each setofdistrihmnted
hag regressors separately. Unfortunately, the resulting
°Tlmislmermmmits tIme use of t—tahles frsmmri Selmer. See Selmer. Lirmear
Regression Analysis, mmii. 404—S.
sets of jointly orthmogotmal regressors will mmot timemum—
selves he orthogommah to each other. As an ahtermmative,
we ran two separate Gram-Schmidt regressions witlm
each distributed lag variable entered last. Furtfmer-
mnore, we did this by redtmcing by one time lag length or
polynomial degree for one variable and holding the
mnaximum lag length or polynomial degree for the
other varialmhe(which was entered last) constant. In thmis
way, wedetermined whether the lag length chosen for
one variable wasaffected by the lag length specified for
the other. Of course, we were particularly concerned
that time lag length selected for one be the same if
the chosen lag length of the other was used instead of
L. The procedure hadthe added advantage ofallowing
us to calculate an L by L matrix of F-statistics for all
possiblecombinations oflag structures (orin thecase of
PDL selection, degrees ofpolynomials) from L ortho-
gonal regressions.’0
Hypotimesis Testi.ng Considerations
When determining the “correct” lag length using
either the t-tests or the F-test, care must be taken in
choosing a critical value on which to test the null




represent a set of sequential hypotheses. It is usually
assumed that these hypotheses are nested sothat ifany
one istrue, the preceding hypotheses must be true ahso
and, if ammyone is false, somust be the succeedimmgones.
Thus, the null im~pothesisbecomes more restricted as
each successive test is conducted, arid time prolmabihity
of committing a Type I error increases. If we let ~
denote the significance hevel of the jth test, it can be
shown that the probabilityofcommitting aType Ierror
for the jth test, a1. is
— ~, ifj = 1
a
1
— ~ ~(l—a1,,. m)+aj,,,m ifj a 2.
Timns, the probability of rejecting the null hy’pothesis
when it is true will rise as the length of the lag is
reduced. Ammdersomm suggested that omme would like to
balance the desirability of not overestimmmating time lag
lemmgth with the sensitivity to non—zero coefflciemmts. mm
Fle recommmmermds settimmg 1, fairly large, but letting ~ he
mol.h~
5
camm be seemi by miotimmg that the RSS whenj lagsare omnittedis
givemm In
K L—j—1
R55m “ Y~’m~ > (X~12
.— ~
— k= I k=t)
Ammdersomm alssm provides a test pm’smeedum’e lsmr orthogomial regressors
which have sommme optimnal properties; lmowevcr, the test is somime—
what eumnlmersome. See T. V’. Ammderson, Time Statistical Analysi-s
of Timne Series (John Wile~amidh Sons, Immc. - 19711, imp. 30—43.
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for subsequent tests. Aim alterimative would be tt) use
the t-tables from Seher.
In achdition to time above problemn, we hmavethe prob-
lem that aim estimator based on a prior testis a prehimmmi-
tmarv test estimator, \Vhihe nothmiimgis kimownabout suclm
estimators when the sequence of tests is greater than
omme, it is known thmat, in the case of one ~mre—test, the
estimator has a risk function which may exceed that of
OLS. 12 Furthermore, the difference between the risk
ofthe preliminary test estimator and OLS increases as
the significance level is reduced. While the optimal
critical value will varywith theparticular choice ofloss
function, the evidence suggests that starmdard sigimifi-
cance levels of 5 or 10 percent may be below the
optimal level for one pre-test. 13 These considerations,
coupled with the fact that overestimnates of the lag
length are hess likely to result in bias thamm ummderesti-
mates, suggest that one may want to consider an immitiah
value of the significance level that is fairly large.’4
POLYNOML&L DEGREE. SELECTION
Having selected a lag length, 2, the next step is to
deternmitme a polynommmial degree, p. This caim be accom-
‘The r6k function is E[(p~ — p)’X’X(ç” — wm]. wimerc cc
5
is the lire—
test estimmiator ofp. —— —
‘For exaniple, Sawa ammd l-Iiromnatsu have slmowmm that tIme stammdam-d
critical vals mes of time t—statisticare sulmstammtiall v almove tim s’ opti mm’ aI
critical vah mmes in time case of a imm immi—umax regret loss Inmmetiomm with,
one m-est rietiomm- Omi tbme 0 tImer hammd , Tovoda amid Wallace have
shmowmm thmat OLS shmommid always lie clmosemm ~vhen the mmummmlmer of
himmearIy imidependemmt restrictions are hess tliamsfive ifomse ‘vislies to
miminimmmixe time average regret. See Takammmitsu Sawa ammd ‘Fakesimi
Him’onmatsu, “Mmmiimmmax Regret Sigmnflc-ammee Poimmts Iumr a Prelimimi—
mmarv Test imm Regress iom, Amm si” sis,’’ Leonomnetflea (N smvenihmer
1973). pp. 1093—1101; ann T. Toyodaand 1’. 0. Wallace. ‘Olmtimnal
Critical Values lbr Pre—Testimmg in Regm-essiomm, -- Eeonomnetriea
(March 1976). pp. 365—75.
gmmard agaimist i mieorreetlv exelu(him mg c’umnpommemmts of time distrilm—
Sm ted hag (mr m mmmpsmsm mm g invalid pohym moncia
1
restrictions, amm i mmit iai
sigmmificammee level of IS pereemmt was ehosemm. The critical t-values

















pushed by sinmplv re—applvimmg all of the procedures
outlined aboveto the PDL mnodel witlm lag length 2. To




Recall tbmat §~ = FIS where Fl is (2+1) by (p + 1) ammd~
is (p* + 1) by 1, Thmus, tlmis equation can he rewrittemi as
(AM) Xm = Z1s + X1HB +
or
(A,6’) P = = X6 + s.
It is clear from this expression that time choice of a
pohymmomiah degree pi scompletely analogous to the
choice of the hag length above, where the nmaximumn
degree of the pohynonmiah considered, p, initially is set
eqtmal to 2.’°
E.MPIRICAL RE.SULTS
In applying the PH techmnique, we initially chose a
mnaximmmum lag length of 12; however, ‘we also consid-
ered L = 16. The PH t-statistics for those runs with
both M and C last are ,given in table A. 1. This proce-
dure chose 10 lags on M and 9 on G for L = 12 and 16.
We then chose these lags for oime variable and let the
other lie set at L = 12. TIme results were ummcimasmged.
Timese restmhts also appear imm table A. 1. Furthmermnore,
F-tests of the restrictioims implied by this section were
basically commsistent withm the P11 results, wimen L was
set at 12 (see fbotnote 24 of time text). This was mmot true,
however, for L = 16. In this instance, the presenceofa
nnmimer of insignificant coefficiemmts prior to time fim’st
significant omme diltmted the calculated F-statistic so timat
a very short lag would Imave Imeen chosemm by an F—test.
Thus, time PH t—statistics appear to he less semmsitive to
the choice of L thmaim time staimciard F-test.
Letting the mmmaximuimm degree polyimonmial lie 10 fur
Ni ammd 9 for G, we thesm re—applied time PH technique to
“Pagamso amsd Uart hey oiler am m eq mm iv;slemit two—st e~mlmm’oen”dmire.
wbnelm is not di scm m ssed liere. See Pagamio ;mmmd I lam’they, -, Omi Fitting
I)ist rihmm sled I ,;sg Xl(mdci S Smm Imjec-t to Pnlvsiomnial Restrictioums. ‘ As
15mm effieiemmt alterm,atiye to either (ml thmese approaches, omit’ could
employ the stochastic i mmli rmimatiomm lrommm tbme lag Ic ngthm selectismmm
~ witim tIme mm simmstochastic inlkmrmm,atiomm in time dcii gmm mmmatm’ix i mm
a lhei l—( smldlmerger mm,ixed (‘5timatismmm ~mrsmcedmmre simm,ilar tsm Sc-I,ii—
hem’s Bayesiam m msmetlmod. Fomby
1
mas slmown that smmcli stochastic
re5trictitmn 5 camm betested mmnder a gemmeralizcd i’mcan sqmmam’e error
mmorrn. See 11. Tbeil amid A. S. Coidlmerger, ‘On Pure amid Mixed
Statistic-al Estinmation imm Ecsmmmommmic’s, ‘‘ Internatio,mai Eeorm.omnie Re—
ciemc (Jancmarv 1960. pp. 6,3—78; Tlmomisas B. F’ommmlmy, “XISE Evaltma—
tion of Shmiller’s Smnootlnmess I’riors,’’ International Economic Re—
eieme (Felmrsmarv 1979), pp- 203—15; ammd Jcmdge ammd otlmers, Time
Timeormj and Practice of lteonomnetries. pp. 652—5;3.
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Pagano-Hartley t-statistics for Lag Length Selection
M wmth onG equac to G wmtb k on M eouam to
Lag 16 12 9 ‘6 12 10
0 484 545 542 268 267 272
1 449 433 461 104 113 1.16
2 251 236 224 184 1.89 190
3 220 173 1.71 097 096 101
4 028 0.09 060 023 017 019
5 1.96 2.05 211 089 121 122
6 042 001 047 134 137 1.41
0.42 061 043 058 044 044
8 0.77 088 122 230 238 234
9 050 0.10 013 222’ 222 232’
10 2 58’ 2.70’ 272’ 0 30 0.58 0.65
11 009 013 019 093 118 120




16 0.19 1 28
‘First smgnmfmcant I-statmstmc
mmmiais, however, the coefficient ofthe eighth degree oim
C failed to be significant. The seventh was significant,
regardless ofthe lag length 0mm M. Thus, the PH tech-
nique suggests a ninth degree polynomial on Ni and a
seventh degree on C. Thisimplies only one polynommmial
restriction on M and two on C. (An F-test of these
restrictions could not reject the null hypothesis. The
calculated F-statistic was 1.43.)
Fnrtimermore, the matrixofF-statistics ofall possible
polynomial restrictions on a PDL model with 10 lags
on Mand 9o nC, given in table A. 3, suggests that even
morerestricted models could pass an F-test. Clearly, a
number ofdifferent polynomial degree specifications
satisfy an F-test at the 5 percent level. We can see, for
example, that hadwe chosen the polynomialdegree on
Ni first and then selected the polynomial degree on G,
we would have chosen a fourth degree polynomial on
Ni and an eighth degree polynomial on C.
Alternatively, had we investigated O first, we would
have chosen a seventh degree polynomial on C and a
sixth on NI. These are circled in table A.3. We could
also choose the polynomial degree by seiectiimg the
most restricted mnodel that passes an F-test at, say, the
5 percent level. This criterion would select a sixth de-
gree polynomial on M and a third degree on C. This
F-statistic is bracketed in table A.3. All four of these
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Table A3
F-statistics for Testing Polynomial fiestrk*ionson Mand6
Degreestot’M Degt tr
1 2 s 56789
0 409 413 438 453 4 ~0S 84 582 516 832
1 300 264 280 202 2S2 10 32 S 05 337
2 278 248 1 58 85 79 2$9 287 aso 279
3 280 2.48 83 54 64 28 258 224 251
4 249 213 2S0 210 2 226 43 13 78 02
5 81 228 245 228 41 49 269 40 02 237
8 ass 27 21 19SJ 02 3 l46 433 162
7 277 235 2.59 24 51 277 74 163 209
8 302 2.56 84 22 254 283 20 182 115 252
9 303 48 2.19 249 taT 68 294 143 087 160
10 313 261 288 2,06 69 t48 022
PDL specifications the one selected by the PH most restricted PDL specification and, hence are not
technique andthe thr eindicated intabl A.3 wcre reported here.’6
estnnated; however only the results for the one
sd ctcd by thc PH technique aimd time most restricted “‘The Imspothesms tests eomscermmmng time elf ets of mmmommetan snd fiscal
specificationare presented mu this paper. The rcsults of pohcs vmelded commclusmons sdentic’sl to those r ported he e The
out of-sammmpl BXISEs of time foreca t for the permod llh/19i6—I11/ the other specification wert smnmilar to those of the 1982 were snmalln r thamm the RMSE of sp cmfl atmon A or C’
25